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The reachable set multifunction of a Lipschitz differential inclusion is charac- 
terized in terms of a semigroup property and a type of set differentiation at t = 0. 
This generalizes the classical uniqueness theorem of ordinary differential equations. 
A notion of an escape time for differential inclusions is introduced and plays a 
major role in the main result. (0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the differential inclusion 
x( . ) E A C[O, T] 
i(t) E F(x(t)) a.e. t E [IO, T] (1.1) 
40) = <, 
where T> 0, F: %” 2 $Bsz” is a given multifunction (or set-valued map), 
< E %“, and a(t) is the derivative of x( .). An expository account of the basic 
theory of differential inclusions can be found, for example, in Aubin and 
Cellina [ 11 or Clarke [2]. Of fundamental importance to a wide range of 
control and optimal control problems is the reachable set RcT’(5), defined 
by 
R’T)(t)= {x(T):x(.) satisfies (1.1)). (1.2) 
The goal of this paper is a characterization of the collection of muitifunc- 
tions { RcT’} TZO. 
The genesis of the main result theorem 3.2 below is the observation that, 
for s, t 2 0, and 5 E ‘W, one has 
R(s+“(+o,(e) R’“‘(rJ)=: (P)~W)(~). (1.3) 
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This simple consequence of the definition (1.2) illustrates that the collection 
of multifunctions {R”‘}, a 0 exhibits a semigroup property, where the 
binary operation is the composition of multifunctions. As in all semigroup 
theory, some natural questions arise: What is the infinitesimal generator? 
Can the generator be recovered from the semigroup by some type of 
“differentiation” at t = O? Under what conditions can semigroups be 
uniquely determined by these properties? This paper tackles such questions 
with a systematic treatment for a broad class of differential inclusions. 
Although the semigroup property (1.3) is quite trivial, the natural ques- 
tions mentioned above have not heretofore been adequately answered. A 
notable exception is contained in Roxin [6]. In Section 3, after the explicit 
statement of our main result, we will discuss Roxin’s paper in detail. This 
will allow for a more direct comparison between our results and those of 
C61. 
As a short preview, we can say that our main result Theorem 3.2 is a 
uniqueness theorem that characterizes the collection { RcT’} T>0 when F is 
locally Lipschitz with compact convex values. In addition to resolving the 
questions from the abstract semigroup perspective we have outlined, one 
can view this result as a generalization of the classical uniqueness theorem 
for ordinary differential equations. We next explain how this is so. 
The theory of ordinary differential equation is of course subsumed under 
the more general theory of differential inclusions. In (l.l), suppose F(q) = 
{f(v)>, where f: w --f ‘$I’ is, for simplicity, a globally Lipschitz function 
defined on !JV. Then ( 1 .l ) becomes imply the o.d.e. 
i(t) =.0x(t)), te m Tl 
x(0) = (-. 
(1.4) 
The classical result is that (1.4) admits a unique solution x(t) =: r”)(lj) on 
[0, 7’1 for all E %“. For our purposes, it is convenient to state this in the 
following equivalent manner. There is only one collection of functions 
{~(‘)},~,, defined on !R2” for which the following hold for all r E ‘%‘Y 
and 
,(s+“(() = (rbs)o r’t’)(() (1.5) 
(1.6) 
It is this latter form of the o.d.e. uniqueness theorem that can be 
generalized to differential inclusions. To realise this, however, one should 
be slightly cautious in interpreting (1.5) and (1.6). For differential inclu- 
sions, the trajectories of ( 1.1) are quite distinct from the reachable set mul- 
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tifunction PT’( .): %’ 3 ‘9I’ that is defined via these trajectories, whereas in 
o.d.e. theory, the distinction between trajectories of (1.4) (which are func- 
tions on [0, T]) and the endpoints of these trajectories (which are elements 
in ‘%“) can be easily blurred. Our uniqueness theorem for differential 
inclusions is not in terms of the trajectories of ( 1.1) but rather in terms of 
the collection { RCT’} Ta0 of reachable set multifunctions. 
The differential inclusion semigroup property (1.3) is directly analogous 
to the property (1.5). What is the differential inclusion analogue of (1.6)? 
Will it insure a uniqueness property? A viable candidate to generalizing 
(1.6) is the fact that 
dist H as cl0 (1.7) 
holds for all 5 (where dist, denotes the Hausdorff distance). Recently 
Frankowska has proved and used (1.7) in [4] to show that F is the 
“infinitesimal generator” of the semigroup. However, as Example 4.3 below 
illustrates, the pointwise convergence property (1.7) is not sufficient to 
uniquely characterize the semigroup {RCT’} TaO. Rather, to obtain the 
uniqueness result, one must assume that the limit in (1.7) is taken 
uniformly over 4 in a compact set. 
Let us briefly return again to the o.d.e. (1.4). The property (1.7) (where 
R”‘( 4) = { r(‘)( <) > ), with the limit taken either pointwise or uniformly on a 
compact set, is equivalent to (1.6). The classical uniqueness theorem says 
that the collection {Y(‘)} I a ,, is the only set of functions with this property 
that also satisfies (1.5). With differential inclusions, to say that { R(‘)),~o 
are the only multifunctions atisfying (1.3) and (1.7), one must take the 
limit uniformly in (1.7) even if the values of F are singletons. Again see 
Example 4.3. 
The o.d.e. uniqueness theorem requires merely a local Lipschitz assump- 
tion on an open set. For a more complete result, the concept of an escape 
time is introduced to capture the entire time interval for which a trajectory 
exists. These added features are also incorporated into our differential 
inclusion uniqueness result. We introduce the appropriate modification of 
an escape time in Section 2. 
For simplicity we only prove our result in autonomous form. That is, the 
values of F in (1.1) do not explicitly depend on t. This greatly simplifies the 
notation. We state the nonautonomous analogues in Section 10. The proofs 
of these requires only straightforward modifications of the ones we give, 
though they become notationally cumbersome, and therefore are omitted. 
A listing of the section titles reveals the plan for the rest of the paper. 
1. Introduction 
2. Notation and Definitions 
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3. Statement of the Main Result 
4. Examples 
5. Some Preparatory Lemmas 
6. Proof of Theorem 3.1 
7. Two results by Filippov 
8. Proof of Theorem 3.2(i) 
9. Proof of Theorem 3.2(ii) 
10. The Nonautonomous Version 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
The notation is fairly standard. The letter B always denotes the closed 
unit ball of ‘8’. If A c %“, we denote the closure of A by cl A. For T > 0, 
the spaces of absolutely continuous and continuously differentiable func- 
tion on [0, T] are denoted by AC[O, T] and C’[O, T], respectively. The 
norm 11. (I will always denote the sup norm on [0, T], unless otherwise 
noted. It will be clear from the context which T> 0 is being used in the 
norm. 
If A z !R’ and a E ‘P, the distance from a to A is defined by dist(a, A) = 
inf( Ia - a’l: a’ E A}. For two nonempty compact subsets A, and A, of ‘%“, 
the Hausdorff distance between A, and A, is defined by dist,(A,, A,) = 
inf{b: A,ZA, +6B, A,sA,+6B}. 
For a multifunction G: 9V Z ‘!P, we write dom G for the set 
{<: G(t)#$3}. If X-d c om G and G has compact values on X, then G is 
said to be Lipschitz (of order ,? > 0) on X if dist, (G(r), G(5’)) < 115 - tJ’I 
for all <, 5’ E X. G is locally Lipschitz on X if G is Lipschitz on each 
compact subset of X. 
Suppose {GILO and G are all compact-valued multifunctions. Then we 
say that G, converges to G as t JO uniformly on compact subsets of X 
if Xc dom G and for all compact KG X and E > 0, there exists to > 0 
such that for all ~EK and O<t<to, we have KcdomG, and 
distH(G1(5), G(t)) <E. This directly generalizes to multifunctions the usual 
definition of uniform convergence of functions. 
Again consider the differential inclusion (1.1). We have already defined 
the reachable set R(T)(t) in (1.3). We use the notation R( Q ‘j(t) to denote 
the set UOcrcT R(‘)(r). It is also convenient o label the trajectories of (1.1) 
by defining k”‘(t) = (x( .) : x( .) satisfies (1.1 )}. The only new concept 
introduced in this section is the following: Suppose F: W 2 ‘W’, XG dom F 
is open, and 5 EX. We define the escape time T,(t) from X (with base 
point 0 by 
T,(t) := sup{ T: cl R(“)(t) is compact in X}. (2.1) 
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One can easily check that the definition (2.1) extends the classical o.d.e. 
definition of an escape time if (1.1) is representable as an o.d.e. in the form 
(1.4). The basic assumptions on F introduced in the next section will render 
“cl” in (2.1) superfluous. 
3. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT 
Let X be an open subset of ‘W. Throughout the rest of the paper, with 
the exceptions of Section 10 and the examples in Section 4, we make the 
following basic assumptions on a fixed multifunction F: W 3 ‘W: 
dom F=X, 
F(t) is compact and convex for all r E X, and 
F is locally Lipschitz on X. 
The first theorem is a collection of information about reachable sets, most 
of which is known or trivial. The second theorem states that this informa- 
tion uniquely determines reachable sets, hence we label it the uniqueness 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. The following hold: 
(a) for each t EX and 06 T-C T,(l), RCT’(t) is nonempty and 
compact, 
(b) for each compact K E X, we have inf, E K T,(t) > 0, 
(c) for all s, t 20 and 5 E X, R’“+“(t) = R’“‘(R”‘(5)), and 
(d) the multifunctions { (l/t)(R”’ -I)},,,, converge to F as t JO 
uniformly on compact subsets of X. 
In part (d), “I” refers to the multifunction that takes t into the set {t}. 
Hence for r E X, (l/t)(R”‘- Z)(t) is defined as the set {(l/t)(q - 5): 
‘I E R”‘(t)). 
THEOREM 3.2 (Uniqueness Theorem). Suppose real numbers { TG([)}5EX 
and multifunctions {G(‘) > I> 0 are given so that (a)-(d) of Theorem 3.1 hold 
where T, and G(l) replace T, and R(l), respectively. Then for all 5 E X, we 
have 
(i) for all T>O, RCT’(S)&cl GCT’(t), and 
(ii) for all O< T-C T,(c), RCT’(<) = G(‘)(r). 
As mentioned in the Introduction, Theorem 3.2 needs to be compared 
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with the results in Roxin [6]. In [5,6], Roxin developed an axiomatic 
approach to the study of control systems. A collection of sets {G(‘)(t)} is 
parametrized by time t and state vector 5: and is assumed to satisfy a list 
of axioms. All of the axioms are properties of reachable sets for a globally 
Lipschitz differential inclusion (in this situation, all escape times are + co). 
Properties (a) and (c) of Theorem 3.1 are among these axioms, but also 
included are “uniform” continuity assumptions of the multifunctions 
t 3 G”‘(r) and 4 3 G”‘(~). Th e conclusion of [6, Theorem 7.11 is that if 
the limsup of (l/t)(G(“(5) - {) as t JO equals F(t), and F is globally 
Lipschitz on %“, then G”‘(r) = R”‘(5) for all 5 E %” and t > 0. Hence the 
conclusion of Roxin’s result and our Theorem 3.2 is the same. 
The major contribution of our results here are twofold. First, we localize 
the problem to arbitrary open sets and replace Lipschitz by local Lipschitz; 
this requires the introduction of escape times. Second, we make no a priori 
continuity assumptions on G. The latter makes our proof considerably 
more difficult. Roxin uses uniform continuity to prove the uniform 
convergence in Theorem 3.1(d) (in his more restricted setting), and then 
uses (d) and the uniform continuity again to show G”‘(5) = R”‘(t). In 
summary, continuity plays a prominent role in his proof. 
Why are we adamant in avoiding continuity assumptions? In addition to 
generalizing Roxin’s results, the continuity absence will be greatly signifi- 
cant in a future paper [9], where some of the techniques used here are 
applied to generalized problems of Lagrange. In the Lagrange problems, 
one must necessarily handle certain unbounded sets, the properties of 
which are not sufficiently captured by the employment of a metric. This 
makes the corresponding continuity assumptions awkward and difficult to 
handle. Since globally Lipschitz differential inclusions are subsumed in the 
theory of generalized Lagrange problems, it is significant that continuity 
assumptions can be avoided. We refer the reader to [7] or [9] for further 
details. 
4. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLES 4.1. This first example elucidates the uniform convergence 
property of (d) in the special case when F is merely a linear mapping. 
Suppose A is an n x n matrix, X= !I?, and F(c) = {A<} for all 5 E !I?‘. 
Then R”‘(c) = {e”<}, where eTA is the exponential of the matrix TA. 
Note that 
(4.1) 
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where /I .I1 is matrix norm. As t JO, the matrix norms approach zero, and 
thus the values on the left side of (4.1) approach zero uniformly over < in 
a compact set. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. This next example reveals the importance of the local 
Lipshitz assumption on F. Without some structure on F stronger than 
continuity, this example shows some of the difficulties in characterizing the 
reachable set with only a semigroup property and a “differentiation” at 
t = 0. 
Let X=%’ and F(x)= {(sgn x) fij. Then 
R'*'( 5) = 
(llt)(sgn 5)(t+2 JEl}!* 
[ - $2, y] 
(the closed brackets refer to a closed interval). If 
if t#O 
if r=O 
we define 
(I’ 
G”‘(O = I-!$!, $2) i 
if [#O 
if t=O, 
then {G”’ satisfies (a)-(d) of Theorem 3.1 (with T&t) = + cc for all 5). 
Obviously F is not locally Lipschitz around { = 0. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. This third example shows that a pointwise convergence 
in (d) may hold for a semigroup that is not the reachable set. 
Let X=%’ and F(x)= {-xl. Then R”‘(t)= {CC’{}. Define 
i 
R”‘(5) 
G”‘(5) = co, e-,S, 
if 5 < 1 or t < In 5 
if <>l and t>lnr. 
Then (G”‘} is a semigroup where (G”‘(c) - 5)/t -+ F(t) pointwise; 
however, this convergence is not uniform around i; = 1. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. We next show how the reachable set may fail to be 
closed in X beyond the excape time. Open brackets refer to coordinate in 
!R2, and closed brackets denote a closed interval in ‘%I. 
Let X=%*\{(l, l)}, and for (x, y) E X, define 
WY .v)= CM max{ I-4, I>1 x CIA, max{ lyl, I}]. 
Then if 0 <t < 1, we have R(‘)(O, 0) = [0, t] x [0, t]. But whenever t < 1 
( = TX(C), O)), R"'(0, 0) equals [O, e’- ‘1 minus the set {(r, r); 1 < r < e’- ’ }. 
Hence R”‘(O, 0) is not closed in X when t > 1. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. Here is an example where semigroups can behave dif- 
ferently than reachable sets after escape times. 
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Let X=‘%‘\(l) and F(x)= [0, l] for all XEX. Then 
if <+t<l or(>l 
if l+tal and 5<1, 
Define 
G”‘( <) = CL 5 + tl if <+t<l or(>l 
C5A+t)\W if t+t>l and (cl. 
One can easily verify that (at(d) of Theorem 3.1 holds for {G(‘)},,, and 
KA5&d> where T,(t) := T,(r). 
EXAMPLE 4.6. Finally, we offer two examples where semigroups can 
behave differently at infinity. Let X= ‘%’ and F(x) = [Ix, 1 + x2] for x E X. 
Then 
R”‘(c) = 
[&, tan(t + tan-’ <)I if t<n/2-tan-‘< 
Ce!, 00) otherwise. 
Let 
G”‘(e)= pI”z’tan(t + tan-’ 5) “R(‘)({)) 
if t<rc/2-tan-’ 5 
> otherwise. 
Alternatively, if 5’ is any point of !R’, we could set 
G(” = 
i 
R”‘(t) if t < 7c/2 - tan -’ 5 
R(“(5)“R(‘-K/*+fan~‘5’(5’) otherwise. 
In both of these examples G(‘) satisfies (a)-(d) of Theorem 3.1 but they 
differ with R(‘) after escape times. 
5. SOME PREPARATORY LEMMAS 
In this section, the groundwork is laid for the proof of Theorem 3.1. The 
following technical emmas provide detailed information on the behavior of 
reachable sets. Recall that the basic assumptions given in Section 3 are in 
force. 
LEMMA 5.1. LetK c X be compact and 6 > 0 so that K + 6B G X. Define 
r=sup{(ul:uEF(K+6B)} and let E > 0 be arbitrary. Then for 
ObT<(l/r)min{G,.s} andcEK, we have 
RCT’(<) c 5 + EB. (5.1) 
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Proof: Without loss of generality, we assume ~<6. Let 5 E K and 
0 < Td e/r. Fix x( .) E S(“(t) and define t, = inf{ t: 0 < t 6 T with 
x(t)+ 5 +sB}. Note that t,>O since x( .) is continuous. Also if O< t < t,, 
then x(s) E 5 + EB c K+ SB, and hence Ii(s)1 6 r a.e. s E [0, t,]. Therefore 
Ix(t) - 51 6 1: Ii(s)1 ds d rt, d rT< E. (5.2) 
If one of the inequalities in (5.2) is strict, it follows from the continuity of 
x( .) and the definition of t, that t, = T. However, if the inequalities in (5.2) 
are in fact equalities, we also have t, = T. Since T can be taken equal to E/r 
and x( .) is arbitrary, it follows that (5.1) holds. 1 
LEMMA 5.2. Let 5 E X and T> 0. Suppose there exists 6 > 0 so that 
R’ G T)(<) + 6B G X. Then the multifunction on [0, T] defined by t 2 R(‘)(<) 
is compact valued and continuous in the Hausdorff metric on [0, T]. 
Proof: The results of this lemma are well known. The compactness 
result is an immediate consequence of [2, Theorem 3.1.71. The continuity 
assertion is another exercise in applying [2, Theorem 3.1.71. 1 
LEMMA 5.3. For each 5 E X, we have T,(t) L s/r, where 6 and r are 
chosen so that <+6B~Xandr>sup{Ivl:vEF(~+6B)}. 
Proof Let 5 E X and choose 6 > 0 so that t: + ~BG X. Set 
r=sup{~vl:v~F(;(5+6B)}. F or all 0 < t < 6/r, we have by Lemma 5.1 that 
R(‘)(l) c 5 + 6B. This implies that the hypotheses of Lemma 5.2 are 
satisfied (with perhaps a different choice of 6). Since the image of a com- 
pact set under a continuous compact-valued multifunction is compact, 
it follows that R(<‘)(l) is compact for ail 0 6 t < 6/r. Hence 
T,(t)>S/r>O. I 
LEMMA 5.4. Let KG X be compact and 6 > 0 so that K+ 6B G X. 
Let A > 0 be a Lipschitz constant for F on K + 6B. Define 
r=sup(lvl: EF(K+~B)}. Let E>O. Set T= (l/r)min(e/J, S}. Then for 
5 E K and v E F(t), there exists x( .) E SC”(<) so that 
for all 0 < t < T. (5.3) 
ProojI Without loss of generality, we assume E< 6. For the construc- 
tion x( .), see Aubin and Cellina [ 1, pp. 115-l 171. (In the notation of [ 11, 
x( .) is y, .) Actually x( -) is C ’ with a(O) = v. From the top of [ 1, p. 1171, 
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one can deduce that the modulus of continuity of J?(. ) is Q .s/jlr = T. So 
now ifO<tgT, then 
x(t) - 40) 
t 
-u =f 
I J 
; Ii(s)-i(O)1 dS<&. (5.4) 
Since (5.4) holds for any 5 E K and u E F(t), this completes the proof. 1 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1 
(a) Suppose 5 E X and 0 6 T < T,(l). We have already pointed out in 
Lemma 5.2 that R”‘(t) is compact. That Jz’~‘(<) is nonempty is also well 
known; it can also be deduced directly from Lemma 5.4. 
(b) Let KG X be compact. Choose 6 > 0 so that K+ 6B E X and 
r=sup(lul: VEF(K+~B)). A direct consequence of Lemma 5.3 is 
inf,.,T,(t)>6/r>O. 
(c) The semigroup property is an immediate consequence of the defini- 
tions, as noticed in (1.3). 
(d) Let KG X and E > 0. We first fix some notation. Let 6 > 0, A> 1, 
and r > 0 so that K+ 6B c X, F is Lipschitz of order I on K + 6B, and 
r = sup{ 1~11: u EF(K+ JB)}. Without loss of generality, we assume that 
E < 6. Set T = E/h. 
Now let <ED and O<t6 T. If x(.)ES(T)(<), then 
:(x(t)-t)=fjl:qs)ds 
E f j; F(x(s)) ds 
h~j~F(C+~B)ds (byLemma5.1) 
+ ib’(F(<)+cB)ds (by the Lipschitz property) 
=F([)+cB 
(by the Mean Value Theorem and convexity of F(r)). 
From this it now follows that for all 0 < t < T, we have 
f(R”‘(5)-r)cF(e)+~B. (6.1) 
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To obtain the reverse inclusion, let 5 E K and u E F(c). By Lemma 5.4, 
there exists x( .) E S”)(r) so that 
for all 0 < t < T. (6.2) 
Since v was any element in F(c), a consequence of (6.2) is that for all 
O<t<T, 
F(:)~~(R’f)(S)-t)+&B. (6.3) 
Combining (6.2) and (6.3) reveals that 
dist, F(5) 1(R”‘(5)-5) 
‘t 
<E 
for all 0 < t d T. Since T does not depend on the particular choice of 5 in 
K, the proof of (d) is complete. 1 
7. Two RESULTS BY FILIPPOV 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 will require two theorems from Filippov [3], 
In this section we state these results in forms that are readily applicable to 
our purpose. The original results in [3] are somewhat more general. 
The first result is a staple of differential inclusion theory. Again the basic 
assumptions et forth in Section 3 are still in force here. If x( .) E AC[O, T] 
has range entirely within X, we define p(x) = l,Tdist(i(t) F(x(t))) dt. 
THEOREM 7.1 (Filippov [3]). Suppose x( .)EAC[O, T] and 6 >O so 
that the set K := { 5: 15 -x(t)/ < 6 for some t E [0, T] } is contained in X. Let 
i > 0 be a Lipschitz constant for F on K. Assume further that p(x) < de-‘=. 
Then there exists X( .) E S’T’(x(0)) with /Ix-XII < p(x) e”=. 
A straightforward proof can be found, for example, in Clarke [2, p. 1151. 
The second of Filippov’s results is perhaps lesser known than 
Theorem 7.1. It will allow us to get a better handle on elements in the 
reachable set. 
THEOREM 7.2 (Filippov [3, Theorem 63). Let 5 E X, T > 0, and E > 0. 
Then for each x(.)ES(~)(<), there exists X(.)ES(~)(~),C’[O, T] so that 
IJX - XII < E. 
Under our basic assumptions of F, a straightforward proof of Theorem 7.2 
can be found in Wolenski [S]. 
505.84/l-12 
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8. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2(i) 
We are given real numbers { TJ<)}< E X and multifunctions {G(‘)},,, 
satisfying (a)-(d) of Theorem 3.1, where TX and R(‘) are replaced by T, 
and G(‘). Let T> 0 and 5 E A’. In this section we show that the inclusion 
R’=‘(t) G cl GcT’(5) holds. 
Let x( .) E ScT)(t) n C’ [0, T]. From Theorem 7.2, it immediately follows 
that to prove R’T’({) z cl G(‘)(t), it s&ices only to show x(T) E cl G’T’(<). 
We first fix some notation. Choose 6 > 0 so that K := x[O, T] + 6B= 
{q: there exist t E [0, T] so that Ix(t) - ~1 6 6 > is contained in X. Let A > 0 
be a Lipschitz constant for F on K, and let r = sup{ 101: uE F(K)}. For large 
N, set h = T/N and ti = jh for j = 0, 1, . . . . N. Define Ed by 
, 
SUP 
O<jCN 
(8.1) 
From (d) and x( .) E C’[O, T], one has that sN + 0 as N -+ co. We assume 
N is large enough so that sN < f min{b, A6/eiT}. 
Now set y, = x( to) and u. = i( to). Inductively, suppose yj and uj have 
been chosen so that 
YjE G’h’(yj- 1) n K (8.2) 
ujEF(Yj) with IUj-~(t,)l <AIy,-~(t,)l (8.3) 
where u = 1 + hl. (8.4) 
When j= 0, (8.2) is vacuous and (8.3) and (8.4) are trivial. Note that (8.4) 
expanded becomes 
Iyi-x(tj)l <ENz((l +$)j - l)<+e”T 
Since yj E K, we have by (8.1) that 
G’h’(Yj)- Y, rt E B 
F(Yj)C h N 7 
and so yj+ i E Gch’( y,) can be chosen satisfying 
lYj+ 1 - yj-- hq d he,. 
(8.5) 
(8.6) 
(8.7) 
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Choose uj+ I EQ,,,) to be the nearest element to i(t,+r). To apply the 
Lipschitz property of F, we first must show yi+ I E K. This is done by noting 
IYj+ I -x(tj)l 6 IYj+ 1 -YjehUjl +hlUjl + IYj-x(tj)l 
2E 
6 hc,,, + hr + y ear (by (8.71, (8.31, (8.5)) 
66 (by (8.1)). 
Hence yj+ 1 E K, and so from the Lipschitz property of F on K, we have 
I%+1 -i(tj+l)l GnlYj+l-x(tJ+I)l. (8.8) 
We turn next to showing that (8.4) holds for j+ 1. By the triangle 
inequality, 
IYj+l -x(tj+,)l GlYj+,-Y,-hujl +IYj-X(tj)l 
+hluj-i( + IX(tj)+kX(tj)-X(tj+I)I, (8.9) 
Each term on the right side of (8.9) can now be estimated. By (8.7) the first 
term is < hEN. By (8.4) the second terms is < 2h.c,((1 - c&)/(1 - a)). By 
(8.3) and (8.4) the third term is <21h*c,((l -&))/(l -u)). And by (8.1) 
the fourth term is < hs,. Adding these estimates together gives us 
Iv,+, -X(tj+ I)1 62hs, (I+(g)+h+$)) 
The induction is now completed since (8.2)-(8.4) hold for j+ 1. 
At stage N, (8.5) becomes 
Iy‘v-X(T)1 +v’. (8.10) 
Also the semigroup property (b) and the choices of yj in (8.2) reveal that 
y,,,~ G’h’(G’h’(...G’“‘([))...) =G’=‘(t). (8.11) 
Finally, since ~~-0 as N-+co, (8.10) and (8.11) imply that x(T)E 
cl G’T’(t). 
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9. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2(ii) 
We now turn to the proof of part (ii). Let 5 E X and 0 < T < T,(t). 
Consider the following condition: 
there exists 6 > 0 so that K := cl u G “‘(5) + 6B is compact in X. (*) 
Oil< T 
We first prove G ‘T’(t) z R’T’(<) under the added assumption (*), then we 
will later remove this assumption and also show that GcT’(t) is closed. 
Let E > 0 and y E GcT’(t). Assume (*) holds. Without loss of generality, 
we assume E < 6/2. By the uniform convergence property (d) of the G(‘)‘s, 
there exists to > 0 so that for all 0 < t < to and q E K, we have 
G”‘(v I- r 
t 
G F(q) + EB. (9.1) 
From assumption (b), we can shrink to if necessary so that 
O<t,<inf,.. T,(q) also holds. In’ particular, G”)(r]) # @ for all rl E K and 
o<t<t,. Let 12 1 be a Lipschitz constant for F on K and 
r:=sup{~u~:u~F(K)}. 
Now fix a large positive integer N with T/N<min{t,, s/l(r+c)}. Set 
h = T/N and tj = jh for j = 0, 1, . . . . N. By the semigroup property (c) of 
{G”‘}, there exist y, = t, y,, . . . . y, = y so that 
Yj+ 1 E G’h’(Yj), j=O 1, . . . . N- 1. (9.2) 
From (*) we have that each y, is contained in K, j= 0, . . . . N- 1. Conse- 
quently, combining (9.1) (with v = yj and t = h) and (9.2) gives 
yj+lEYj+Wyj)+&hB, j=O,l, . . . . N- 1. (9.3) 
The definition of r and the choice of N turns (9.3) into the estimate 
IYi+, - y,I dh(r+E)<c/A. (9.4) 
Let x( .): [IO, T] + ‘8’ be the piecewise linear interpolation of the yis 
equally spaced on [0, T]. That is, 
x(t) = yj+ y (Yj+ 1 - Yj) if tj<t<t,,,. 
From (9.4) and (9.5), it follows that 
(9.5) 
Ix(t)-Y,l G IYj+I-Yjl GE/2 if t,<t<tj+l. (9.6) 
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We have taken 12 1 and E 6 6, thus (9.6) and (*) imply that the range of 
x( .) lies within K. This allows us to apply the Lipshitz property of F: 
distdF(x(t)), F(Y,)) G 4x(f) - yjl 
b& (by (9.6)). (9.7) 
Next we estimate p(x): 
p(x) = [‘dist(.i-(r), F(x(t))) dt 
0 
<yg: j:” {dist (‘j+\- “, F(Yj) +distdF(x(t)), F(Yj)) ) 
< JET (by (9.3) and (9.7)). (9.8) 
According to Filippov’s Theorem 7.1, there exist X( .) E S(‘)(t) such that 
IIX - XII < e”=‘(x) 
< 2cTe’,= (by (9.8)). (9.9) 
Since E is arbitrarily small and RCT’(t) is compact, we conclude from (9.9) 
that y E R’=‘(t). Hence we have shown GCT’(t) c RCT’(<) under the addi- 
tional assumption (*). 
We now abandon the previous choices of T, K, 1, etc., and begin anew. 
Let VEX. Define 
T, := inf{ T: G’=‘(t) # RCT’(<)}. (9.10) 
The uniform convergence property (d) and the bounded values of F com- 
bine to imply that condition (*) holds for small values of T> 0. Moreover 
G (=I( 5) is closed for T < T, (5) by assumption (b). Therefore by what was 
shown above in conjunction with the result of (i) (whose proof is given in 
Section 8), we have that G’=‘(t) = RCT’(C) for all small T. That is, T, > 0. 
Suppose T, < T,(t). Let K := IJo s TG =I R”‘(l), a compact subset of X. 
By Lemma 5.2, we have K = cl IJ,, =< =I R”‘(t), which in turn equals 
cl u oc =<=, GCT’({) by (9.10). We now introduce some further notation. 
Let 6 > 0 be such that K + 6B E X; let 13 1 so that F is Lipschitz of order 
1 on K+6B; and set r=sup{Iu(:u~F(K+6B)}. 
By assumption (d), there exists t, > 0 so that for all q E K and 0 < t < t,, 
we have 
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Shrinking tl if necessary, we assume 
0 < t, < min 
i 
$ inf T,(vl), T, 
fleK 1 
The same reasoning used above to show T, > 0 can be applied here to 
q E K in place of 5, and consequently one has 
G”‘(q) = R”‘(q) for ~EK, O<t<tt,. (9.11) 
So now if 0 < t < t, , then we have 
G(“+“*)(5)= G”‘-“2’(G’T’+‘~‘1)(~)) (semigroup property) 
= G(‘l~‘/*)(R(rl+f~rl)(r)) (by (9.10)) 
= R(‘1-‘/2)(R(Tl+t--rl)(S)) (by (9.11)) 
= @Tl+ ‘m(5). (9.12) 
However, (9.12) says that G(‘)(r) = RtTJ(l) for all 0 < T-c T, + t,/2, a con- 
tradiction to the choice of T, . We conclude that T, 2 T,(r), which finishes 
the proof of (ii). 
10. THE NONAUTONOMOUS VERSION 
In this last section, we state the analogues of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 
allowing explicit time dependence on the data F. 
Suppose X E !R’ is nonempty and open and F: [0, cc) x %” Z$ %” 
satisfies 
for all t E [0, co), dom F( t, . ) = X 
F(t, {) is compact and convex for all (t, 5) E [0, co) x X 
for all 5 E X, t 3 F(t, 5) is continuous 
for all T> 0 and 0 < t < T, F(t, .) is locally Lipschitz on X 
with the Lipschitz constant independent of t E [0, T]. 
Let 0 < t, < t, and 5 E ‘!?Jn. Consider the differential inclusion 
x(.)EACCto, t11 
i(t)e F(t, x(t)) a.e. t E [to, tl], 
x(t,) = 5. 
(10.1) 
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We must reset our notation: 
R(t,, t,, [)= {x(t,): x( .) satisfies (10.1)) 
Nt,<t,, Cl= u wt,, t,, 5) 
1OGlCf, 
T,,,(r)=sup{t,:R(t,~t,,~) is compactj. 
Now the nonautonomous version can be stated as 
THEOREM 10.1. The following hold: 
(a) for each VEX and OdtO<t, < T,,,(t), R(t,, t,, 5) is nonempty 
and compact, 
(b) for each T>O and compact KsX, we have inf{ T,.(t): 
O<t,,<T, ~EK}>O, 
(cl for all O<t,<t,<t, and t EX Nb, t2, t) = R(t,, t2, 
R(t,, t,, 511, 
(d) for all T> 0, the multifiinctions (t, <) 3 (l/h){R(t, t + h, 5) - {} 
parametrized by h > 0 converge to F as h 10 uniformly on compact subsets of 
[0, T] x X. 
THEOREM 10.2 (Uniqueness Theorem). Suppose real numbers { To, ,( {) } 5EX 
and multzfunctions {G(t,, t,,.)}l,,ro20 are given so that (a)-(d) of 
Theorem 10.1 hold where To,! and G replace TX., and F, respectively. Then 
for all 5 E X, we have 
(i) for all t, > to>O, R(t,, t,, 5) &cl G(t,, t,, 0, and 
(ii) for all 0 < h < tl < Tx,r,(5h Nb, t,, 5) = G(b, t,, 5). 
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